
Better yield with 
less resources

Automated irrigation and precise plant nutrition for

Maize



What is ONDO?
ONDO is an all-in-one farming automation solution made up of:

ONDO will ensure precise irrigation and fertigation management and 
control thanks to:

Advanced analysis of the data received and decision-
making based on predefined target conditions

Automated action steps and follow-up control

Wireless communication for valves control ensuring that 
precision farming for large agricultural surfaces can be 
implemented within shortest time and at a low cost

Real-time, 24/7 monitoring of your plants

Controller that connects to and controls your existing 
farm infrastructure for irrigation, fertigation and 
climate control

Software platform for management of the controller



Maize is the world’s #1 most important grain, contributing to the 
biggest extent to feeding the world. In addition to its primary use 
for food purposes, it’s also used to produce biofuels, and to extract 
starch, oil and other substances for industrial uses.

ONDO for Maize



A key factor affecting the yield from maize is the irrigation. According to 
estimations, each maize plant consumes about 250 liters of water. Maize farming is 
mostly done in areas with humid climate or rainfalls since moisture allows the maize 
seeds to germinate. But, even rainfall-fed areas produce maize far below their 
potential due to nutrients draining away and rainfall irregularities.

By using ONDO’s solutions for management of drip irrigation and 
fertigation for maize, farmers:

Have the flexibility of planting maize in virtually any region - whether it is dry 
or having ample rainfall;

Ensure just the right soil moisture levels even with sandy soils which typically 
have a low water holding capacity;

Enable efficient nutrients delivery to the soil, fertigating the soil in a precise 
and economic way right when the soil moisture levels would allow for most 
efficient nutrient absorption;

Can increase their crop yield with up to 3 times, on rain-fed and dry plots 
alike;



ONDO’s Advantages

Excellent 24/7 support
Reliable support and guaranteed response times in emergency 
situations. Easy and fast remote updates of the software.

Easy to use
Unlike most of the competitive solutions ONDO has an intuitive 
interface that any farmer can instantly use.

Competitive price
ONDO business model based on low upfront fee and annual 
subscriptions allows even small and mid-sized farmers to automate 
their farms and receive high-quality support plus equipment 
warranty throughout their subscription period.

An all-in-one solution that integrates with existing farming 
infrastructure
ONDO is based on a single integrated controller responsible for the 
irrigation, fertigation and climate control in a farm. It can integrate 
with any infrastructure already installed on the farm.



Results achieved by ONDO Customers
Berry farm Otbrani precisely controls the irrigation and 

fertigation and saves 30% in water resources and 20% in 
fertilizers with ONDO

30%
less water

20%
less fertilizers

20% 
more crop yield

About Otbrani

Awesome results within the very first year

The berry farm Otbrani in Popovo, Bulgaria 
owns 90 ha of berry farming fields - both open 
fields and tunnels. Founded 20 years ago with 
just 1 ha of strawberries, the farm is now a 
major berry producer, selling more than 6 
types of berry fruits in big supermarket chains 
across Europe.

Тhe owner of Otbrani turned to ONDO 
to find a solution for precise and adaptive 
irrigation and fertigation that would ensure 
sustainable yield with optimal water and 
fertilizer resources and notify instantly in case 
of irrigation issues on the vast farming land.

Otbrani team is now managing all farm processes in an easier and faster manner, via their mobile 
devices, even before they have reached the farm. 

Thanks to ONDO precision irrigation and fertigation system, the fruit grown receives just the 
right amounts of water and nutrients. When plants have their precise needs taken care of, they 
give back, and the farm registered a substantial increase in their crop yield.

ONDO system takes care to notify the farm technicians in case of irrigation issues and the time 
for reaction has considerably decreased.

Even though we’ve been using ONDO 
for a fairly short time, every day we 
become more and more convinced 
that we’ve made the right choice. 

With ONDO everything happens in 
a very easy and fast manner, we save 
water resources and expenses, which 
is extremely important for us. 

Nayden Petrov, 
Owner of Otbrani farm

“

”

3 times
faster reactions 

to failures

8 months 
ROI



Get in Touch

Join our webinarsGet a free demo Visit our showroom

SOFIA, BULGARIA
14 Todor Alexandrov blvd., Sofia 1303
Business center “Anel”, floor 2, office 1 
(+359) 888-860-820
info@ondo.io

www.ondo.io


